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Weaknesses and Best Practices of Public Key 

Kerberos with Smart Cards 

Kerberos V with smart card logon is the “gold standard” of network 

authentication for Windows Active Directory networks and interop-

erating systems.  Smart cards and Public Key Kerberos are already 

widely deployed by governments and large enterprises to protect 

their networks and critical infrastructure, and decreasing prices and 

an increase in threats against password-based authentication are 

making these technologies attractive to even small and medium 

sized businesses. 

Unfortunately, network architects, administrators and even experi-

enced security professionals tend to place a sort of blind faith in 

smart cards and Kerberos.  The low level details of the protocols 

and configuration options are little known. Myths and misunder-

standings about the limits of these technologies are the norm.  

This whitepaper will:

 

 Give a brief introduction to Kerberos and smart cards 

 Dispel some common myths about smart cards 

 Explore the certificate validation practices of common PKINIT 

implementations 

 Discuss a practical elevation of privilege exploit possible in 

common configurations of Windows KDCs 

 Provide step-by-step advice to network architects and administra-

tors for securing their smart card deployments 

While smart cards have definite advantages over passwords, they 

should be deployed with a realistic understanding of the actual pro-

tections they provide.  Installations should take advantage of the 

latest configuration and hardening options available, administrators 

should continue to audit and work to eliminate outdated protocols 

like NTLM from their networks, and privileged users should always 

exercise caution when authenticating to low-integrity workstations, 

even with a smart card.  
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A Brief Introduction to Kerberos and Smart Cards

 

The Kerberos protocol is a network authentication protocol which allows nodes on a net-

work to prove their identity to one another and exchange cryptographic key material in a 

secure manner.  Kerberos uses symmetric cryptography primitives and a trusted third party, 

the Key Distribution Center (KDC), to provide mutual authentication, replay protection, 

confidentiality and integrity of communications between clients and servers.    

For the purposes of this paper, a smart card is any small form-factor hardware device with 

an embedded integrated circuit providing cryptographic services.  A smart card has the 

ability to store X.509 certificates and private keys in a tamper-resistant package and can do 

cryptographic operations using RSA and/or ECC algorithms.  A card will typically require 

the user to enter a PIN code or biometrically authenticate in order to unlock cryptographic 

operations requiring use of a private key.  Private keys can be imported onto a card, but are 

usually generated by an onboard cryptographic service provider.  A private key cannot be 

exported or read from the card. 

Smart cards offer many important advantages over passwords.  They provide two-factor 

authentication as a user must both have possession of the physical card and know the PIN 

code to use it.  A lost card can be deactivated and, until such time, is useless without the 

PIN.  With proper policy, smart cards can prevent concurrent account usage.  Unlike a 

password, a smart card can guarantee that authentication secrets are cryptographically 

strong and cannot be written down, lost, shared, “phished” or re-used in an insecure sys-

tem.  More generally, asymmetric cryptography can help eliminate the need for attackable, 

locally stored authenticators and server-side password databases. 

Extensions allowing public key cryptography to be used for initial authentication (PKINIT) 

let smart cards replace user passwords in Kerberos, and the combination has proven com-

pelling.  Users can authenticate to and interoperate with the entire universe of existing Ker-

beros-capable services, across realms and platforms, and enterprises can roll out smart 

cards incrementally and transparently at a low deployment cost.  Smart cards are a first 

class credential type for Microsoft Windows and Active Directory installations, allowing 

large enterprise networks to be operated entirely without passwords, and nearly all other 

major operating systems provide at least basic support for Public Key Kerberos with Smart 

Cards. 

Smart card-initiated Kerberos logon has become the premier standard for network authenti-

cation at large enterprises in both the public and private sectors and is making rapid inroads 

into small and medium sized organizations as costs decrease and attacks targeting pass-

word-based authenticators increase.  The ease of integration and promised benefits are so 

great that the combination of smart cards and Kerberos has come to be uncritically regard-



ed as an intranet authentication silver bullet by most network architects, administrators and 

security professionals. 

While the combination of Kerberos and smart cards is conceptually simple, the full details 

of PKINIT‟s interaction with Active Directory, enterprise PKI, and client software packag-

es are extremely complex and understood in their totality by only a handful of people. 

Obtaining the full picture of how Kerberos authentication with smart cards works on a 

modern Windows Active Directory network requires synthesizing information contained in 

half a dozen RFCs, several IETF working drafts, a dozen or more documents from the Mi-

crosoft Communications Protocol Program (MCPP) and Work Group Server Protocol Pro-

gram (WSPP), and a similarly large number of Microsoft Knowledge Base articles, white-

papers and guides.  While a meticulous, expert reading of all of these documents in context 

reveals that the risks this paper will discuss have been known and acknowledged since at 

least 2006, their full implications and the possibilities for practical exploitation and eleva-

tion of privilege have never been frankly and openly discussed.  As a result, all Active Di-

rectory networks using smart card login are vulnerable in their default configuration and 

few if any administrators are aware of the risks or the proper procedures and practices to 

mitigate them. 

Before discussing the attacks in detail, it is useful to first dispel some common myths about 

smart cards and show some of their practical limitations. 



Dispelling Common Myths about Smart Cards

 

Smart cards are commonly thought of as an inherently safe form of credential.  Sophisticat-

ed administrators of Active Directory networks are aware of the risks of password based 

authentication and password-based protocols like NTLM, and deploy smart cards with the 

goal of reducing or eliminating such risks.   However, they often assume too much about 

what guarantees a smart card can provide.   

The two most common misunderstandings about smart card credentials are that: 

 Deploying smart card only-logins will guarantee Kerberos is used for Integrated Win-

dows Authentication, eliminating the risks associated with the older NTLM protocol. 

 Private keys cannot be exported, so it is safe (or at least, safer) to authenticate to a po-

tentially compromised workstation with a smart card because no long-lived credential 

material exists that can be used by an attacker after the card is removed. 

Smart Cards and NTLM 

 

The myth that use of smart cards prevents use of NTLM probably arises from the fact that 

the NTLM protocol is password-based, and smart card users do not enter (or may not have) 

a standard password.  Although it is true that the initial Active Directory domain logon with 

a smart card is guaranteed to use Kerberos and that asymmetric credentials cannot be used 

for NTLM, it is not true that users who authenticate with a smart card will never use 

NTLM to access network resources.   

Until the release of Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2, it was not possible to disable 

the use of NTLM on a Windows network.  The inability to perform NTLM authentication 

would make many common tasks in an Active Directory network impossible, so the system 

has to provide a way to use NTLM, even for smart card users.  Most password-based au-

thentication protocols in Windows are not based directly on the password, but on a hash of 

the password.  There are two versions of this hash, the LM and the NTLM OWF (one-way 

function).  The Active Directory stores a copy of these hashes
1
 and uses it to verify stand-

ard Kerberos and NTLM authentication traffic.  Smart card only users do not have a pass-

word, but they still have an OWF.  Instead of being based on a password it is simply a ran-

domly generated 128 bit value.  When a user authenticates using PKINIT, to support 

NTLM authentication, the user‟s OWF is sent to the client in the privilege attribute certifi-

cate (PAC) PAC_CREDENTIAL_INFO buffer
2
, part of the authorization data extensions in 

Microsoft‟s implementation of Kerberos.
3
  

                                                 
1
 Some systems are configured to only store the stronger NTLM OWF. 

2
 See [MS-PKCA] http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc238455(PROT.13).aspx,  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc238455(PROT.13).aspx


After initial logon, both a Kerberos TGT and the OWF are available, and the behavior of 

Windows Integrated Authentication using SPNEGO
4
 is no different for smart card-

originated logons than for password-originated logons. Password and smart card based lo-

gons are subject to identical risks from the use of the NTLM protocol with regard to cre-

dential forwarding and lack of server authentication.   

The only advantage offered by smart cards is that the random OWF generated for a smart 

card only login will be significantly more resistant to dictionary or rainbow table attacks 

against NTLM protocol messages, especially NTLMv1, than will a user-selected password.   

                                                                                                                                                    
[MS-PAC] http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc237917(v=PROT.10).aspx  

and http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc237949(v=PROT.10).aspx, and  

[MS-NLMP] http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc236621(PROT.13).aspx for additional information. 
3
 [MS-KILE] http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc233855(PROT.13).aspx  

4
 Simple and Protected GSS-API Negotiation (SPNEGO) 

 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms818975.aspx 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc237917(v=PROT.10).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc237949(v=PROT.10).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc236621(PROT.13).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc233855(PROT.13).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms818975.aspx


 

  

Recommendations: 

 

Make accounts smart card only to increase the resistance of their NTLM OWF to dictionary 

and brute-force attacks. 

 

Always use Group Policy to control the use of NTLM on your network, whether smart cards 

are deployed or not.  For all Windows systems, iSEC Partners recommends setting the fol-

lowing Group Policy options under: Computer Configuration\ Policies \Windows Set-

tings\Security Settings\Local Policies\Security Options 

Network security: LAN Manager authentication level:  Send NTLMv2 response only.  Refuse LM & NTLM 

Network security: Minimum session security for NTLM SSP based (including secure RPC) clients: and 

Network security: Minimum session security for NTLM SSP based (including secure RPC) servers: 

Require NTLMv2 session security 

Require 128-bit encryption 

On Windows 7 and Server 2008 R2 and above systems, iSEC Partners recommends the fol-

lowing additional settings: 

Network security: Allow Local System to use computer identity for NTLM:  Enabled 

Network security: Allow LocalSystem NULL session fallback:  Disabled 

iSEC Partners also recommends auditing and, where possible, disabling NTLM use on Win-

dows 7 and Server 2008 R2 networks. For more information on auditing NTLM usage, see: 

NTLM Blocking and You: Application Analysis and Auditing Methodologies in Windows 7 

http://blogs.technet.com/askds/archive/2009/10/08/ntlm-blocking-and-you-application-

analysis-and-auditing-methodologies-in-windows-7.aspx 

 and the following resources on TechNet: (with step-by-step guides still yet to be released) 

Introducing the Restriction of NTLM Authentication 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd560653(WS.10).aspx  

http://blogs.technet.com/askds/archive/2009/10/08/ntlm-blocking-and-you-application-analysis-and-auditing-methodologies-in-windows-7.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/askds/archive/2009/10/08/ntlm-blocking-and-you-application-analysis-and-auditing-methodologies-in-windows-7.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd560653(WS.10).aspx


Smart Cards, Long-Term Authenticators and Potentially Malicious Workstations 

 

The previous section‟s discussion should have already dispelled the myth that smart card 

users do not have long-term authenticators subject to theft by a malicious workstation.    If 

NTLM is allowed on your network, the OWF sent as part of the Kerberos PAC is a long-

term password equivalent.  It can be used to perform network authentication with NTLM, 

as the user, without requiring the presence of the smart card.  If the user is not configured 

for smart card only logon, the OWF is also a password equivalent for Kerberos initial au-

thentication.   

Even if NTLM is completely disabled on the network and a user is configured for smart 

card only logon, a user‟s TGT is valid for 10 hours and renewable up to 7 days by default.   

It is not safe for a highly privileged user to logon to a low integrity workstation, even with 

a smart card, unless the account used has no rights for Network Logon elsewhere in the 

forest. 



 

  

Recommendations: 

 

Make accounts smart card only to prevent a captured OWF from being used to acquire Ker-

beros credentials indefinitely. 

Reduce the lifetime of user and service tickets for smart card users with the Group Policy op-

tions available under  Computer Configuration -> Policies -> Windows Settings -> Security Settings 

-> Account Policies -> Kerberos Policy 

Because Kerberos authentication with smart cards requires computationally expensive asym-

metric cryptography, take caution when setting this policy.  Setting a very low expiration time 

for a large user base can place a large load on your KDC and may cause a denial of service 

for your entire network.  Adjust this setting gradually and observe server performance.  You 

may require additional KDCs, processor resources or cryptographic accelerators to support a 

large user base with a short ticket lifetime. 

Provide Domain Administrators with two user accounts and two smart cards. One account 

should be given interactive logon rights only, the other network logon rights only.  One smart 

card should contain the credentials for the interactive logon only, the other card should con-

tain both sets of credentials.  If the NT OWF of an account valid only for interactive logon is 

captured by a compromised workstation, it will not allow additional elevation of privilege on 

the network. Train administrators to use the card with credentials valid for network logon ex-

clusively on trustworthy systems, and use the /smartcard option of the runas* command to 

perform network operations with that identity. 

* http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb490994.aspx 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb490994.aspx


Certificate Trust in Public Key Kerberos Implementations

 

Mutual authentication is a critical security service provided by the Kerberos protocol.  A 

client and the KDC can each verify the identity of the other, as can a client and a service.  

In standard Kerberos, this is accomplished by using shared symmetric keys.  The KDC has 

a unique, long-term, shared key for every principal in the realm, and the KDC can allow 

clients and services to be mutually authenticated by creating a new, ephemeral key, and 

encrypting a copy of it with each of their keys.    

 

Public Key Kerberos leaves most of the basic mechanisms unchanged, but modifies the ini-

tial authentication step between the client and KDC to use public key cryptography – typi-

cally an X.509 certificate-based PKI. 

 

While this change may seem trivial on the surface, it actually introduces considerable com-

plexity.  In 2005, initial drafts of the protocol were found by Andre Scedrov, et al. to be 

vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack which allowed impersonation of the KDC to a 

client,
5
 leading to Microsoft Security Bulletin MS05-042.

6
 (CVE-2005-1982

7
)  More re-

cently, a variety of attacks the X.509 public key infrastructure against as it is used for 

HTTPS
8
 have further highlighted the importance of correct issuance policies by certifica-

tion authorities and acceptance policies for protocol participants.  What are these policies, 

and how is trust established, for common implementations of PKINIT Kerberos? 

 

For the purposes of this paper, we will assume that the issuance policies and mechanisms 

of the certification authorities involved are correct.  That is, that the authentication and au-

thorization mechanisms around certificate issuance work as designed and all certificate 

signing/enrollment requests are well-formed and handled correctly.   What we are con-

cerned with are the policies by which KDCs and clients establish trust in the certificates 

used for PKINIT Kerberos. 

 

Trust decisions around certificates in a PKI
9
 are typically made using a few criteria.  The 

first decision is whether to trust the certificate itself as valid.  This is done by chaining the 

certificate to a trust anchor.   

 
Trusted Root Certification Authorities for Public Key Kerberos 
 

For many applications of PKI, operating systems, client programs (e.g. Firefox) or applica-

tion platforms (e.g. Java) will ship with a pre-configured set of trusted root authorities.  The 

PKI used for HTTPS on the Web, for Authenticode signatures, or signed Java ap-

plets/applications, are all examples of this model.  All root certification authorities are usu-

                                                 
5
Breaking and fixing public-key Kerberos, Cervesato, Jaggard, Scedrov, Tsay and Walstad,   

http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1350254 
6
 http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/Bulletin/ms05-042.mspx 

7
 http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CAN-2005-1982 

8
 E.g. http://www.win.tue.nl/hashclash/rogue-ca/, http://www.thoughtcrime.org/papers/null-prefix-attacks.pdf, 

and http://files.cloudprivacy.net/ssl-mitm.pdf 
9
 That is, excluding self-signed certificates or those trusted on the basis of a known thumbprint, etc. 

http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1350254
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/Bulletin/ms05-042.mspx
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CAN-2005-1982
http://www.win.tue.nl/hashclash/rogue-ca/
http://www.thoughtcrime.org/papers/null-prefix-attacks.pdf
http://files.cloudprivacy.net/ssl-mitm.pdf


ally trusted equally, there are often many, and they may be of varying quality in their issu-

ance policies and due diligence.  Thankfully, no major implementation of PKINIT Kerber-

os uses a default set of authorities for its trust root(s). 

 

In the MIT
10

 and Heimdal
11

 implementations of PKINIT Kerberos, the set of trust anchors 

is specified explicitly.  A configuration file, typically located at /etc/krb5.conf, specifies a 

path to a file containing the certificates of the trusted enterprise certification authorities. 

 

 
 

Obviously, this file must have proper ACLs to prevent its modification by unauthorized 

users and the insertion or substitution of new root certificates. 

 

In a Microsoft Windows
12

 Active Directory network, certificates trusted for PKINIT are 

found in the NTAuth store.  These are cached in the registry of systems joined to the do-

main at: 

 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\EnterpriseCertificates\NTAuth\Certificates  

 

and in the Active Directory at: 

 

LDAP://dc1.domain.com/CN=NTAuthCertificates,CN=Public Key Services, CN=Services, 

CN=Configuration, DC=name, DC=com 

 

Once a certificate has been chained to a trusted anchor, verified according to its validity 

period, checked for revocation against the CRL or OCSP location, and its signature veri-

fied, an application can proceed to make a trust decision using the additional information 

contained in the certificate. 

 
Certificate Acceptance Policies for KDCs 
 

When a KDC is presented with a client certificate, it will require the following to accept the 

certificate as valid for PKINIT. 

 

                                                 
10

 http://web.mit.edu/Kerberos/ 
11

 http://www.h5l.org/ 
12

 http://www.microsoft.com/windows/, and http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa378747(VS.85).aspx 

# from /etc/krb5.conf 

 

[kdc] 

# server trust root 

 pkinit_anchors = FILE:/path/to/trust-anchors.pem 

 

[libdefaults] 

# client trust root 

pkinit_anchors = FILE:/path/to/trust-anchors.pem 

http://web.mit.edu/Kerberos/
http://www.h5l.org/
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa378747(VS.85).aspx


For Windows Active Directory KDCs
13

: 

 
 The certificate must have a Subject Alternative Name extension of type “Other-

Name” set to the UPN of the user account stored in Active Directory 

 The certificate must have the Client Authentication KU and Microsoft Smart Card 

Authentication Enhanced Key Usages. 

 The Subject of the certificate should be the Distinguished Name of the user in Active 

Directory 

For Heimdal and MIT KDCs, the requirements are more flexible and depend on the options 

specified in the configuration file.  The “Smart Card Authentication” or id-pkekuoid 

(1.3.6.1.5.2.3.4) OIDs may be required as an EKU in the certificate.  A KDC may be con-

figured to retrieve the principal from the certificate Subject or Subject Alternative Name, or 

it may have a file that contains an explicit mapping of subject DNs to Kerberos principals. 

 

While, in principle, a KDC configured for PKINIT could simply operate and issue tickets 

for any presented certificate without maintaining a database of users, in practice every 

KDC implementation maintains an accounts database, and must be able to discover an ac-

count with an appropriate UPN or account mapping.  This database and pre-existence of a 

user account is necessary for the KDC to look up user rights, group memberships and other 

information frequently conveyed to services as part of a Kerberos authentication, as well as 

to support user-to-user authentication. 

 
Certificate Acceptance Policies for Kerberos Clients 

 

To complete the trust relationship between users and their Kerberos domain, the KDC must 

also be identified by the user.  In traditional Kerberos this authentication is accomplished 

by means of the secret shared between the KDC and the client.  In Public Key Kerberos, a 

certificate acceptance policy is the means by which a client establishes trust in the KDC.  

The behavior and configuration options of the three most widely deployed Kerberos clients 

and servers show considerable variation in this area, and the vulnerabilities discussed in the 

remaining sections of the paper arise from these variations and deviations from the stand-

ard. 

 

The most familiar example of an acceptance policy for X.509 certificates is the one em-

ployed by SSL and TLS.  To be valid for HTTPS, a certificate for a web server must have a 

Server Authentication EKU extension, and the CNAME field of the Subject, or a Sub-

jectAltName, must match the DNS name of the host the client was attempting to reach.    

 

In PKINIT, SSL-style name matching is not used because a client may not know the name 

of a valid KDC.  A Windows server or workstation joined to a domain has to perform a 

discovery process to identify the nearest and most available KDC.  This process traditional-

                                                 
13

 These are the default requirements.  Beginning in Windows Server 2008 these requirements are all configu-

rable to enable support for cards that do not meet these requirements, such as smart card-based national ID 

cards.   



ly uses insecure protocols, such as local NetBIOS broadcasts or DNS SRV record lookups. 

Because the name is not discovered securely, matching the name to a presented certificate 

cannot provide meaningful assurance in the general case. MIT and Heimdal clients often 

have the KDC(s) specified by a configuration file, but the Kerberos RFCs do not specify 

that a server host name be present in a KDC certificate, so even these clients are not typi-

cally configured to validate names in a KDC certificate. There is an optional configuration 

parameter for the MIT client, pkinit_kdc_hostname, which enforces matching with the 

KDC certificate‟s DNS Subject Alternative Name.  It is not enabled by default. 

 

If name verification is not generally used, what verification mechanism does the protocol 

specify, and what have clients implemented? 

 

RFC 4556 specifies that the Digital Signature Key Usage and id-pkinit-PKPKdc Enhanced 

Key Usage should be present in certificates issued to a KDC.   

 

RFC 4556 also specifies that, “Unless the client can otherwise verify that the public key 

used to verify the KDC's signature is bound to the KDC of the target realm, KDC's X.509 

certificate MUST contain a Subject Alternative Name extension [RFC3280] carrying an 

AnotherName whose type-id is id-pkinit-san (as defined in Section 3.2.2) and whose value 

is a KRB5PrincipalName that matches the name of the TGS of the target realm (as defined 

in Section 7.3 of [RFC4120]).” The Heimdal client provides a configuration option to make 

this check, but Windows and MIT clients appear to ignore this protocol option. 

  

Where the specifications are not clear, examining the certificates issued to typical KDCs 

can help clarify client verification policies.  The certificates issued by common tools for 

MIT and Heimdal KDCs contain the id-pkinit-PKKdc EKU, and testing verifies that the 

clients check for that EKU in their default configuration. 

 

Questions arise when the certificates issued to Windows Active Directory KDCs are exam-

ined.  The KDC of a Windows Server uses the same certificate issued for all Domain Con-

troller tasks.  The details of this certificate are described in the Microsoft KB article 

291010, “Requirements for Domain Controller Certificates from a Third-Party CA”
14

.   

 It must contain a valid CRL distribution point. 

 It should contain the directory path of the server object in the Subject field 

 The specified Key Usages must include Digital Signature and Key Encipherment 

 The specified Enhanced Key Usages must include Client Authentication and Server Authentication 

 The Subject Alternative Name section must contain: 
o A type OtherName containing the GUID of the domain controller in the Active Directory  
o A type DNSName containing the full name of the server (e.g. dc1.testdom.com) 

 Must contain an extension of type Certificate Template (1.3.6.1.4.1.311.21.7) with the BMP value of 

“DomainController” 

                                                 
14

 http://support.microsoft.com/kb/291010 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/291010


Beginning with Windows Server 2003, Domain Controller Authentication certificates addi-

tionally contain the Microsoft Smart Card Authentication EKU (1.3.6.1.4.1.311.20.2.2, 

identical to the extension required in smart card client authentication certificates).   

 

Note that the id-pkinitPKKdc EKU is not specified in this list.   

 

How can clients verify a Windows Server KDC without the PKINIT KDC EKU?  For in-

teroperability, Heimdal and MIT provide several flags to disable or change their verifica-

tion behavior when interoperating with Active Directory.   

 

Heimdal provides a “pkinit_require_eku” configuration option.  This must be set to “false” 

when using a Windows KDC with a standard certificate. MIT provides a 

“pkinit_eku_checking” option.  The default value, “kpKDC” requires the EKU.  Other op-

tions include “kpServerAuth” to check only for the Server Authentication EKU, and 

“none” to disable all checking.  (This option is explicitly not recommended in documenta-

tion.)   

 

Windows client behavior was not documented for some time.  Beginning in 2008 (with 

Windows Vista SP1 and Windows Server 2008) a new group policy option appeared:  “Re-

quire Strict KDC Validation.”
15

  In the description for this policy setting, it states: “If you 

disable or do not configure this policy setting, the Kerberos client requires only that the 

KDC certificate contain the Server Authentication purpose object identifier in the EKU ex-

tensions.” 

 

Is this enough to distinguish a KDC from other systems in the domain?  In a 2006 whitepa-

per
16

, Microsoft cautions that it is not:  

 

“When a domain-joined client computer performs a PKINIT with a server, the client needs 

to be able to verify that the other computer has a valid certificate and that it actually is also 

a Domain Controller. The domain controller and the Domain Controller Authentication certifi-

cate add the domain controller‟s fully qualified domain name (FQDN) to the certificate. 

However, with this information, a client is not able to truly verify whether the machine is a 

valid domain controller because a client does not have an authoritative list of all valid do-

main controllers for a domain. Therefore, the Kerberos Authentication certificate template 

adds the domain name instead of the domain controller‟s FQDN to the certificate.” 

 

If clients only verify the Server Authentication EKU, what other systems have certificates 

that meet the verification criteria for a Windows KDC certificate? 

 

The Web Server template supplied by Microsoft Active Directory Certificate Services con-

tains this EKU.  There may be many dozens of such certificates in a large enterprise, and 

internal web applications are notorious for their security weakness.  Web Server certificates 

                                                 
15

“ Windows Server 2008 Group Policy settings for interoperability with non-Microsoft Kerberos realms,” 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/947706 
16

 Active Directory Certificate Server Enhancements in Windows Server Code Name “Longhorn”, 

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=9bf17231-d832-4ff9-8fb8-

0539ba21ab95&displaylang=en 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/947706
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=9bf17231-d832-4ff9-8fb8-0539ba21ab95&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=9bf17231-d832-4ff9-8fb8-0539ba21ab95&displaylang=en


from the enterprise authority are also commonly issued to non-Windows systems, creating 

a still wider set of possible exploitation vectors. Even in an environment in which Network 

Access Protection is deployed, at least one server with this kind of certificate, the remedia-

tion server, will be accessible even to non-compliant clients in the quarantine zone. 

 

More troubling than web servers, the “Computer” certificate template also contains the 

Server Authentication EKU.  When Active Directory Certificate Services are installed in a 

domain, the Computer template is enabled by default, and every computer account in the 

domain has permission to enroll by default.  This means that every single Windows work-

station in the domain can acquire a credential which might be used to impersonate the 

KDC. 

Practical Exploitation and Elevation of Privilege

 

Is this really true?  Can any certificate with a server auth EKU be presented as a KDC cer-

tificate and be accepted by a client?  iSEC Partners‟ testing showed that this was indeed the 

case.  Heimdal and MIT clients configured for Windows interop, and Windows clients up 

to and including Windows 7, will accept a PKINIT AS-REP signed by any certificate is-

sued with the “Web Server” and “Computer” templates by the enterprise authority. 

 

For the MIT and Heimdal clients, the „kinit‟ command with a smart card from the com-

mand line allows an easy elevation of privilege path.  A server account with a certificate of 

the appropriate type (either a web server or any Windows workstation in the domain) is 

compromised by the attacker.  With the ability to actively influence the network traffic of 

the victim (by ARP spoofing, hijacking of name resolution or DHCP poisoning) the attack-

er inserts himself as the KDC on port 88 TCP and UDP, receives the user‟s AS-REQ, re-

plies with his own AS-REP, signed by his captured certificate, and is trusted as the KDC.  

If the user makes any subsequent actions authenticated by Kerberos, the active network at-

tacker can again insert himself into the traffic and spoof the remote service.  For an SSH 

session, this might allow capture of a sudo password, or if Kerberos is used to authenticate 

a remote file server, it may be possible to supply a trojan executable and take full control of 

the user‟s session. 

 

Creating an elevation of privilege path for a Windows client is somewhat more difficult.  

First, in addition to providing Kerberos services on port 88, the attacker must provide ap-

propriate resolution services to identify himself as the KDC.  This includes DNS or Net-

BIOS SRV records to identify and CLADP to impersonate the Domain Controller.  Still, 

this is relatively easy to accomplish, as these bootstrap protocols are all unauthenticated.    

 

The next step involves successfully completing a smart card logon.  Unlike the MIT and 

Heimdal clients, which are typically invoked from the command line, Windows PKINIT 

happens only with a smart card, and typically only when a user is logging on or unlocking a 

workstation.  First, the user contacts the KDC and makes an AS-REQ.  The attacker can 

successfully man-in-the-middle this request and supply an AS-REP with his captured cer-

tificate.  This will be trusted by the client but, immediately following this, the client makes 



a TGS-REQ to obtain a service ticket to the workstation computer account.  This is then 

used locally to authenticate the user to the workstation and complete the logon process.   

 

At this point the naïve attack fails.  The impostor KDC can convince the user it is genuine 

with only a captured certificate, but to formulate a valid service ticket for the workstation 

computer account, it must know the secret shared between the computer and the genuine 

KDC.  Public Key Kerberos provides facilities only for initial authentication, not genera-

tion of service tickets.  The impostor KDC cannot give the user a valid service ticket for the 

workstation, and so the logon attempt fails. 

 

Perhaps this failure to complete authentication with a simple man-in-the-middle attack ex-

plains the less-than-emphatic nature of Microsoft‟s guidance on strict KDC validation.  

Nevertheless, it is possible to turn this break in the trust path into a viable elevation of priv-

ilege with a bit more work. 

 

Domain join is one scenario in which no service ticket is required.  Prior to joining a do-

main, the computer workstation account does not exist.  The account and its password are 

created as part of the domain join process, which is entirely bootstrapped on user creden-

tials and trust.  If smart card credentials are used to perform the domain join process (this is 

likely in a smart card only environment), the impostor KDC can spoof the entire process 

and take full control of the machine. 

 

More interesting than simply controlling the machine without joining it to the legitimate 

domain is to complete the join to the real domain, but maintain covert control of the sys-

tem.  This can be accomplished in two ways.  If the attacker already controls the credentials 

of a user with rights to join a system to the domain, the impostor KDC can act as a man-in-

the-middle between the workstation and the real KDC, recording and forwarding (authenti-

cated as the collaborating user) the traffic stream from the workstation.  At the end of such 

a process, the impostor KDC knows the machine account credentials, and can maintain 

control of it for the lifetime of that password, leaving no trace of its presence on the system.  

The only forensic indication of anything unusual would be that the domain join log at the 

DC (event ID 645) would show the collaborating user rather than the expected user. 

 

Perhaps no collaborating user with appropriate access is available.  If, on the reboot follow-

ing domain join, the same, domain-join-privileged, user logs in again, the attacker can ac-

complish the same task.  An executable to be run as Local System can be pushed via group 

policy mechanisms on the initial domain join reboot, and when the privileged user authen-

ticates again, the executable can hijack the credentials to make the necessary calls to a le-

gitimate DC, add the computer account with the same machine password, re-authenticate 

the system and user to the real KDC, then remove itself.  Again, the attacker knows the 

password of the workstation and can control it until it is refreshed with no forensic trace. 

 

To maintain longer term control, typical rootkit or other means could be employed as well, 

though at some greater risk of detection. 

 

 



 
 

 

Domain join is an uncommon, one-time event.  A typical attacker will find a network of 

systems already joined to a domain.  Is there a way to get around the lack of knowledge of 

the workstation account password?  If the attacker also has control of any ordinary user ac-

count in the domain, there is. 

 

Control of the conspiring user account might be obtained in a variety of ways.  The attacker 

may have a willing accomplice in the domain.  He may have compromised the password of 

a non-smart card only account.  He may have obtained system-level control of a work-

station via some other exploit, and is able to capture the pin and use the inserted smart card 

of an unwitting user. 

 

To accomplish the exploit, the attacker will force the new victim to unwittingly logon to 

the workstation as the conspiring user.  All users in a domain will typically have rights to 

logon to all workstations, and this is assumed here. 

 

To describe the attack, we will designate the impostor KDC as Ivan, the conspir-

ing/compromised user as Connie, the victim as Alice, the real KDC as Bob, and the work-

station as Wally. 

 

The attack proceeds as follows: 

 

 

 

Recommendations: 

 

 Limit the user accounts which have the privilege to join a system to the domain. 

Use offline domain join, (http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/offline-domain-join-

djoin-step-by-step(WS.10).aspx) or join systems to a domain on an isolated, trusted network. 

Consider using an account with a strong password instead of a smart card for domain join. 

After domain joining a system with a privileged account, do not logon to the system with that 

account again. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/offline-domain-join-djoin-step-by-step(WS.10).aspx)
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/offline-domain-join-djoin-step-by-step(WS.10).aspx)
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1. Alice’s attempt to logon with a smart card (PKINIT AS-REQ) is intercepted by Ivan. 

2. Ivan sends an AS-REP, with a TGT key, back to Alice, encrypted with her public key.  The client principal of 

the AS-REP and TGT is not set to Alice’s identity, but to Connie’s. (the encryption notation of the AS-REP in 

the diagram has been simplified for clarity) 

3. Alice accepts Ivan’s AS-REP, and makes a TGS-REQ for Wally, to complete her logon. 

4. Ivan asks Connie for credentials to Wally. 

5. Connie makes an AS-REQ to Bob. 

6. Bob gives Connie a TGT. 

7. Connie makes a TGS-REQ for Wally. 

8. Bob gives Connie his TGS-REP for Wally. 

9. Connie decrypts the TGS-REP and sends its contents (Connie’s copy of the session key, and Connie’s ticket to 

Wally) to Ivan. 

10. Ivan forms a TGS-REP for Alice containing the session key received from Connie, and Connie’s ticket to Wally 

(as originally issued by Bob). 

11. Alice receives the TGS-REP. She can decode and extract the session key and ticket.  She forms an authentica-

tor and makes an AP-REQ to Wally. 

12. Wally decrypts the ticket, validates the authenticator (formed with the same session key in the ticket) and 

PAC checksum (created by Bob), and creates a logon session for Connie.   



 

The careful reader will have some questions about this progression.  The first question aris-

es at step 2, when Ivan sends Alice a TGT for the client principal name Connie.  Why 

would Alice‟s client accept this as a valid AS-REP, when she asked for a ticket for Alice? 

The answer is user principal name canonicalization. 

 

Not yet a standard, the user principal name canonicalization process is described by the 

IETF Kerberos Working Group Draft 11 of “Kerberos Principal Name Canonicalization 

and KDC-Generated Cross-Realm Referrals”
17

  The purpose of user principal name canon-

icalization is to allow a user to logon with a familiar name that is an alias for the user‟s 

Kerberos principal name.  This allows for administrators to move a user‟s principal to other 

realms without the user having to know this has happened, or, in the case of smart cards, to 

associate a third-party (e.g. government-issued) smart card with a Kerberos principal in the 

realm.  When user principal name canonicalization is used, “The user principal name no 

longer has a direct relationship with the Kerberos principal or realm,” and “If the "canoni-

calize" KDC option is set, then the KDC MAY change the client and server principal 

names and types in the AS response and ticket returned from the name type of the client 

name in the request. In a TGS exchange, the server principal name and type may be 

changed.”
18

  The KDC must authenticate the name mapping with a checksum using the AS 

reply key, but in this attack the client already trusts Ivan as the KDC and is using Ivan‟s 

chosen AS reply key. 

 

Windows implements user principal name canonicalization by default, so it will accept the 

AS-REP for Connie in step 2.  (In fact, there is no way to disable user principal name ca-

nonicalization.)  In a smart card enabled Active Directory Domain, we can observe this in 

action by starting the “Active Directory Users and Computers” tool, and under the “Ac-

count” tab on the user properties page, switching the “User logon name:” of two users.  

UserA‟s smart card will now log them on as UserB, and vice-versa.  The certificate subject 

on the smart card is not your account – it is only a pointer to your account, and the client 

cannot know a-priori what account it points to. 

 

This brings us to the next question.  Who has been logged in?  Alice thinks she is logged 

on, but she has logged on as Connie.  If we began by assuming that the attacker already has 

control of Connie, is this really an elevation of privilege? 

 

It isn‟t yet.  But the attacker is in a very good position to finish the task.  Alice has logged 

in, with a smart card and her PIN, at a healthy and trusted workstation.  That she would ac-

tually be logged in as another user account is totally unexpected behavior, and it is unlikely 

she would suspect or detect it before the attacker can take action.   The attacker has a user 

sitting at a workstation she trusts, with her smart card inserted, and the attacker is in control 

of her interactive session.  The attacker has control of Connie‟s credentials, and can be the 

Domain Controller to Connie.  He can push an executable to run immediately at logon via 

group policy or other mechanisms.   

 

                                                 
17

 http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-krb-wg-kerberos-referrals-11 
18

 ibid. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-krb-wg-kerberos-referrals-11


To complete the elevation of privilege, the attacker might run an executable which simu-

lates installation of updates, and after a period, shows the workstation unlock screen.  Alice 

may insert her smart card and enter her PIN to unlock the workstation.  The real smart card 

login or unlock sequence requires the secure attention sequence (Ctrl-Alt-Delete) but Alice 

may easily fail to notice this step has been left out.  If she does, the trojan program can cap-

ture the PIN, unlock the smart card cryptographic service provider, make a user-mode AS-

REQ to the real KDC and decrypt the resulting TGT.  The attacker now has access to all 

resources (except interactive logon) as Alice for the renewal lifetime of the ticket.  The at-

tacker can also extract Alice‟s NT OWF from the TGT, which will provide indefinite ac-

cess to any network resources which accept NTLM authentication.  If Alice is not a smart 

card only user, the OWF can also be used for non-PKINIT Kerberos authentication, and 

may be subject to a brute force attack to recover the plaintext password.  The attacker 

might also use the short-term access to Alice‟s credentials to install malware that provides 

long-term control of Alice‟s future sessions at that workstation.  If Alice is in the local ad-

ministrators group, the attacker can take full control of the workstation. 

 

After capturing Alice‟s PIN and leveraging it, the malicious policy executable could then 

pretend to finish installing updates, remove itself and force a reboot.  Alice is very unlikely 

to be aware of the attack that has just taken place against her. 

 

To complete his ultimate intentions, the attacker repeats this process until a user or work-

station with access to the information or privilege level he wants is eventually compro-

mised.   

 

  

Q: Will a smart card reader with a hardware-integrated PIN pad prevent this attack? 

 

A: No.  It will make it harder to execute, because a malicious program cannot capture and 

store the PIN to make silent use of the smart card whenever it is inserted, but fundamentally 

the operations of the smart card cryptographic service provider are available from user 

mode applications at ordinary privilege through various APIs.   If the attacker can run code 

in the user‟s context, it is very likely he will be able to trick the user into entering her PIN 

code for what she believes is an ordinary, but is in fact a malicious, signing or encrypting 

operation. PKINIT Kerberos is inherently a mechanism designed to leverage one-time us-

age of the smart card into a long term credential: the TGT (and with it, the NT OWF).  



 

Recommendations: 

 

Beginning with Vista SP1 and Windows Server 2008, the following policy option is available 

under:   Computer Configuration\Administrative Templates\System\Kerberos 

Policy: Require strict KDC validation 

iSEC recommends this be set to Enabled.   

For MIT and Heimdal clients, use the default settings which require the PKINIT EKU. 

To prepare for enabling this setting, all Domain Controllers must first be issued an appropri-

ate certificate.  The “Domain Controller” and “Domain Controller Authentication” templates 

available in Active Directory Certificate Services for Windows 2000 and Windows Server 

2003 do not contain the necessary EKUs to pass strict validation.  Use the new certificate 

template, “Kerberos Authentication”, available in Windows Server 2008, to issue certificates 

to all Domain Controllers with the proper KDC key purpose EKU OID.    

For Windows Server 2008 and later Domain Controllers, if a certificate with this template is 

present the Domain Controller will automatically prefer it and there is no need to revoke ex-

isting certificates issued against the older templates. 

Note: Although the previously referenced Microsoft guide to Certificate Services Enhance-

ments in Longhorn Server indicates that the Kerberos Authentication template will be used by 

default for Windows Server 2003 and Server 2008 Domain Controllers when the CA is run-

ning on Windows Server 2008, iSEC‟s limited testing in a small network with default config-

urations of AD Certificate Services, using Server 2008R2 for both the CA and DCs, showed 

that the old, default “Domain Controller” template was still used to issue DC certificates. 

Note: In iSEC‟s limited testing, enabling the Kerberos Authentication template and setting 

the autoenroll permission for Domain Controllers also did not reliably cause all servers to re-

enroll.  Use “certutil.exe –DCInfo” to audit the certificates in use by DCs and manually en-

roll any that do not receive new certificates issued with the updated template. 

Windows XP clients cannot be hardened against this attack.  iSEC recommends upgrad-

ing workstations to be used with smart card logon to Windows Vista or Windows 7.  If work-

stations cannot be upgraded, extreme care must be used in the issuance and control of certifi-

cates with the Web Server and Computer templates by the Enterprise Certification Authority.  

Disable enroll and autoenroll permissions for these templates and require that a domain ad-

ministrator manually approve all CSRs. 



Discussion

 

 

This KDC impostor attack is identical in its implications to the Scedrov attack of 2005, ex-

cept that it requires control of both a workstation and a user account to complete the eleva-

tion, and exploits improper validation by the client rather than an inherent protocol flaw.  

The implications of user principal canonicalization and the full elevation of privilege sce-

nario existed in Scedrov‟s original attack, but were either not fully understood or not doc-

umented by his team.  It is not clear if a working exploit scenario was proven at the time, or 

if it was merely a theoretical break.   

 

This attack can be mitigated by some simple configuration steps, but nearly all clients con-

figured to use a Windows-based KDC today will be vulnerable: Windows, MIT and Heim-

dal alike. 

 

Most of this activity will appear to be perfectly normal to most network traffic analysis.  

The basic patterns and protocols are unchanged, the services must be allowed through fire-

walls, and the key portions of the exploit are hidden inside encrypted authentication proto-

cols. DNSSEC cannot be used to prevent exploitation by an attacker able to ARP spoof or 

control a gateway, because no certificate DNS name validation is performed as part of 

PKINIT. IPSec is also unlikely to help, as Kerberos traffic is typically exempt from IPSec 

when configured via group policy, since it is used, with IKE, to bootstrap IPSec. 

 

Are smart cards better than passwords for network authentication and Windows logon?  

Absolutely, but they are not a silver bullet.  Administrators defending their resources 

against what are commonly known as “Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)” need to be 

aware of the underlying mechanisms and limitations of smart card technology.  Installa-

tions should take advantage of the latest configuration and hardening options available, 

administrators should continue to audit and work to eliminate outdated protocols like 

NTLM from their networks, and privileged users should always refrain from authenticating 

to low-integrity workstations, even with a smart card. 

 

Tools

 

 

As part of this research, iSEC Partners has released an updated version of our Cybervillain-

sCA tool, which now provides command-line options to create .cer, .pem and .p12 files 

suitable for use as third-party Domain Controller and Smart Card Authentication cer-

tifcates.  This tool will be available for download at https://www.isecpartners.com/tools. 

 

The software developed for the full exploit scenario was a proof-of-concept only and will 

not be released as it has no legitimate use outside a research context.  

  

https://www.isecpartners.com/tools
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eSUyMFBhcnRuZXJzJTIwTExDLmNybIZPZmlsZTovL1xcZGMwMS5pc2VjcGFydG5l 
cnMuY29tXENlcnRFbnJvbGxcSW5mb3JtYXRpb24gU2VjdXJpdHkgUGFydG5lcnMg 
TExDLmNybDCCAVcGCCsGAQUFBwEBBIIBSTCCAUUwgcsGCCsGAQUFBzAChoG+bGRh 
cDovLy9DTj1JbmZvcm1hdGlvbiUyMFNlY3VyaXR5JTIwUGFydG5lcnMlMjBMTEMs 
Q049QUlBLENOPVB1YmxpYyUyMEtleSUyMFNlcnZpY2VzLENOPVNlcnZpY2VzLENO 
PUNvbmZpZ3VyYXRpb24sREM9aXNlY3BhcnRuZXJzLERDPWNvbT9jQUNlcnRpZmlj 
YXRlP2Jhc2U/b2JqZWN0Q2xhc3M9Y2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbkF1dGhvcml0eTB1Bggr 
BgEFBQcwAoZpaHR0cDovL2RjMDEuaXNlY3BhcnRuZXJzLmNvbS9DZXJ0RW5yb2xs 
L2RjMDEuaXNlY3BhcnRuZXJzLmNvbV9JbmZvcm1hdGlvbiUyMFNlY3VyaXR5JTIw 
UGFydG5lcnMlMjBMTEMuY3J0MCkGA1UdJQQiMCAGCisGAQQBgjcKAwQGCCsGAQUF 
BwMEBggrBgEFBQcDAjBHBgNVHREEQDA+oCUGCisGAQQBgjcUAgOgFwwVYnJhZEBp 
c2VjcGFydG5lcnMuY29tgRVicmFkQGlzZWNwYXJ0bmVycy5jb20wRAYJKoZIhvcN 
AQkPBDcwNTAOBggqhkiG9w0DAgICAIAwDgYIKoZIhvcNAwQCAgCAMAcGBSsOAwIH 
MAoGCCqGSIb3DQMHMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQAAuF3TL6GD+MaTBy3Uprpt 
kUNGEpj2dOHY10G5YBVNBooUfYMz/MjjIG8FCTSew/zCjb34bQCYv8V5iLzRuYg5 
Vl0SQuqBxHzQUPK7XZWZKTTqQk3rEIBBv9+3bLxstWwSPTzxOP41NwIsfEUlIYNy 
Q8fbpWiyV6Lw9xN/eQaHXZnFKmCgglBBeNGpp5D2YVluKbXYlhunFm5IhpUn1ixS 
sgGepjWemFYwoslFAWudSFkCDxZBeXSeLMN6t7zFYZy3cuq+p5DdkD2cB0KfOuTM 
zDoKfusLdc1Z1YGPINnInNhmFXZbNwN0FrrmdqvU8+W2nqqIJs+HlQD0yJlJ83GZ 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
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